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Geographies of codified knowledge have always been characterized by stark core–periphery patterns, with some parts of the world at the center of global voice and representation and many others invisible or unheard. Many have pointed to the potential for radical change, however, as digital divides are bridged and 2.5 billion people are now online. With a focus on Wikipedia, which is one of the world's most visible, most used, and most powerful repositories of user-generated content, we investigate whether we are now seeing fundamentally different patterns of knowledge production. Even though Wikipedia consists of a massive cloud of geographic information about millions of events and places around the globe put together by millions of hours of human labor, the encyclopedia remains characterized by uneven and clustered geographies: There is simply not a lot of content about much of the world. The article then moves to describe the factors that explain these patterns, showing that although just a few conditions can explain much of the variance in geographies of information, some parts of the world remain well below their expected values. These findings indicate that better connectivity is only a necessary but not a sufficient condition for the presence of volunteered geographic information about a place. We conclude by discussing the remaining social, economic, political, regulatory, and infrastructural barriers that continue to disadvantage many of the world's informational peripheries. The article ultimately shows that, despite many hopes that a democratization of connectivity will spur a concomitant democratization of information production, Internet connectivity is not a panacea and can only ever be one part of a broader strategy to deepen the informational layers of places. Key Words: geographies of knowledge, geoweb, Internet geography, representation, Wikipedia.

Las geografías del conocimiento codificado siempre se han caracterizado por rigurosos patrones centro-periferia, en los cuales algunas partes del mundo se ubican en el centro global de vocería y representación, y otras quedan invisibles o despojadas. Muchos han concentrado su atención en el potencial de cambio radical, sin embargo, en la medida en que las divisorias digitales son zanjadas y 2.500 millones de personas están ahora conectadas en línea. Enfocándonos en el caso de Wikipedia, que es uno de los más poderosos repositorios, de mayor visibilidad y uso, y de contenido generado por los propios usuarios, investigamos si ahora estamos viendo patrones de producción de conocimiento fundamentalmente diferentes. Incluso si Wikipedia consiste en una masiva nube de información geográfica acerca de millones de eventos y lugares alrededor del globo, juntados gracias a millones de horas de trabajo humano, la enciclopedia sigue caracterizada por geografías desiguales y apinadas: Simplemente se nota la ausencia de una gran cantidad de contenido sobre una gran parte del mundo. Luego, el artículo procede a
traditional mass media tend to reinforce the already visible and powerful at the expense of minority or oppositional perspectives. Through a concentration of wealth, access to the means of information distribution, and aversion to risky counternarratives, the media tend to produce hegemonic representations of the world that reinforce and legitimate the powerful and dominant (cf. Gramsci 1971). We have long known that power can be exerted through systems of cultural production and reproduction that can exert cultural hegemony (Laclau and Mouffe 1985). Said differently, culture is a site of conflict and contestation in which struggles for power play out (cf. Hall 1997) and knowledge and codified information about the social, economic, and political contexts to our lives are always produced under conditions of power (Crampton 2008). Therefore, by examining the ways in which the world is represented, we can learn much about global disparities of power.

We have traditionally been able to see some of these conditions of power in voice and representation reflected in stark core–periphery patterns within geographies of knowledge. Almost all media of information (e.g., book publishing, newspaper publications, and patents) in the early twenty-first century are still characterized by huge geographic inequalities, with the Global North producing, consuming, and controlling much of the world’s codified knowledge and the Global South largely left out of these processes (Thompson and Fox-Kean 2005; Graham, Hale, and Stephens 2011; Zhang et al. 2013). Most codified information has been created by, about, and for a small group of people and places in the Global North (Graham 2014). More broadly, these uneven geographies of knowledge have been dubbed a “New World Information Order” by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (Mowlana 1997) and have even been described as part of “a new phase in a long history of the West’s attempt to colonize not only the territory and the body but also the mind of the Third World ‘other’” (Schech 2002, 18).

These findings parallel work conducted under the banners of participatory geographic information systems (GIS) and critical GIS. Scholars and practitioners of GIS have long been asking critical questions about the representation of places in digital databases. Pickles (1995), for example, has pointed to the fact that those representations are necessarily implicated in broader networks of power.

Elwood (2006) has similarly pointed to barriers to participation by arguing that “while the financial costs of hardware, software, and data have dropped and the options for acquiring and representing spatial information are greatly expanded for the most advantaged users, at the bottom of the digital divide relatively little has changed” (694). Others have demonstrated that financial and skill barriers can also act as a significant obstacle to the use of digital data and GIS (Weiner et al. 1995; Sawicki and Craig 1996; Craig and Elwood 1998).

Scholars have also pointed to the challenges of including non-Cartesian or unstable forms of knowledge (and by extension the people, processes, and places that they represent) in codified spatial databases (e.g., Rundstrom 1995). Some work has been carried out to indicate that such divides have likely only served to reinforce digital inequalities. Crutcher and Zook (2009), for instance, by focusing on volunteered geographic information (VGI), show that poor parts of a city tend to have far less information created about them than wealthy areas.

Such uneven geographies of knowledge also only increase the importance of information created in the world’s cores and reinforce what Castells (2010) refers to as the black holes of informational capitalism. Castells argues that a powerful systemic relationship exists between economic and social exclusion and marginalization from practices and processes of information production and consumption. He went so
far as to claim that the global diffusion of information and communication technologies is so uneven that “most of Africa is being left in a technological apartheid” (Castells 1999, 3).

Augmented Realities or Alternative Realities

These highly uneven geographies of codified information matter because they shape what is known and what can be known, which in turn influences the myriad ways in which knowledge is produced, reproduced, enacted, and reenacted. Because of the ways in which the digital and the material (or the virtual and the real) are increasingly woven together to produce augmented spaces, digital geospatial information thus becomes not just useful in the abstract but amplifies and actively shapes how we understand, and interact with, the spaces and places that we inhabit and move through.

Geospatial information has become embedded in place itself. Dodge and Kitchin (2005), for instance, highlight how code (or software) can help to bring into being code/spaces, in which code and geocoded information dominates the ways that space is produced, and coded spaces, in which code is embedded in, but incidental to, space. Very few aspects of everyday life are not ultimately reliant on, or produced by, code (Thrift and French 2002; Kitchin and Dodge 2011), and code therefore plays an important role in the “reiterated digital practices that create space anew” (Wilson 2011, 865).

Graham, Hogan, and Medhat (2012) expand on these themes to highlight the role of not just code but also geocoded content, in everyday, lived geographies that are enacted. They use the term augmented realities to describe “the indeterminate, unstable, context dependent and multiple realities brought into being through the subjective coming-togethers in time and space of material and virtual experience” (Graham, Hogan, and Medhat 2012, 465). In other words, they flag up the need to pay attention to ways that everyday life is experienced in conjunction with, produced by, and mediated by digital and coded geographic information that helps us to understand, enact, reenact, produce, and reproduce place.2

Places that are left off the map of knowledge thus become absent from our understandings of and interactions with the world because of the ways that geographic content, geospatial information, maps, and mappings increasingly form integral parts of our everyday movement, understandings, and interactions. This is especially important in parts of the world characterized by highly uneven power relationships, allowing dominant groups to fix distinct forms of representations onto otherwise contested places while maintaining an outward appearance of rationality and objectivity (cf. Leuenberger and Schnell 2010). Brunn and Wilson (2013) and Graham and Zook (2013) have already demonstrated the power of geospatial content to reinforce power in highlighting contested parts of the world (a South African township and Jerusalem, respectively). There has yet to be, however, any large-scale empirical analysis of the factors that explain information geographies at the global scale.

Promises of Changing Connectivity

Mass media appear to reinforce dominant narratives about place, but alternative media and a democratization of connectivity could in theory allow for a much greater diversity of voice and geographic representation. Ideas and practices like VGI, user-generated content, peer production, and participatory GIS all appear to provide unique entryways into leveling the geographically uneven representations of place.

Because Internet penetration rates are increasing rapidly, and because there are now over 2.5 billion Internet users (a majority of whom live in the global south), many commentators now see the potential for a significant global shift in the ways that information and knowledge is made, shared, and used. There are hopes that open platforms like Wikipedia have knocked down many traditional barriers to participation and sharing and allowed a plethora of new voices from the south to be heard within what Wikipedia’s founder refers to as the “sum of all human knowledge” (Slashdot 2004; Graham 2011). Sui and Goodchild (2011) similarly note that VGI “might be one of the most important phenomena to impact our discipline in recent years and one that could dramatically alter the landscape of geographic information production” (573).

Every day on Wikipedia, hundreds of thousands of people write and edit articles, submit images and videos, debate the contours of knowledge, and collaborate on an encyclopedic range of topics. Wikipedia’s audience is in many ways engaging in a positive feedback loop: Wikipedia is both one of the world’s most accessed Web sites and almost always appears prominently in search results. This confers a high degree of visibility to the site, which in turn draws in ever more contributors.
Speaking about the possibilities afforded by the Web at the World Summit on the Information Society, Harvard Law Professor Lawrence Lessig (2003) asserted that “[f]or the first time in a millennium, we have a technology to equalize the opportunity that people have to access and participate in the construction of knowledge and culture, regardless of their geographic placing.” “Commons-based peer production” (Benkler 2007), “produsage” (Bruns 2008), and even “citizen journalism” (Deuze, Bruns, and Neuberger 2007) are all similar ideas that point to a potential global democratization of participation and information production. Jenkins (2006) perhaps expressed such sentiments more clearly when he pointed to the collaboratively created culture that we can now supposedly construct in a democratic process (see also Tapscott and Williams 2006; Shirky 2011, for similar sentiments). To all of these authors, it is an absence of connectivity and a digital divide that is the central obstacle to a democratization of participation.

Such proclamations are often made in the absence of empirical data and spatially oriented inquiry. This article therefore aims to address this gap through a study of the geography of representation in Wikipedia. Wikipedia is by far the world’s biggest and most used encyclopedia and 1,600 times larger (in terms of number of articles) than the Encyclopaedia Britannica. Its size and reach allow it to be thought of as a platform for what Haklay (2013a) defines as distributed intelligence and participatory science. The encyclopedia is now so popular that 15 percent of all Internet users access it on any given day. It exists in 282 languages; 40 of those language versions have more than 100,000 articles, and the English one alone contains over 4 million entries (Wikimedia 2013). Furthermore, we see that it is one of the top twenty Web sites in 95 percent of the world (Alexa 2013), indicating the true global reach that information in the platform has. This is not to say that information within Wikipedia is necessarily used, accessed, and valued in the same ways everywhere.

The prominent role that Wikipedia fills in contemporary information ecologies has resulted in a rich vein of research. Pasley et al. (2008), for instance, looked at the representation of Great Britain in the English Wikipedia and found the coverage to be geographically clustered and correlated with population. Some work has also been conducted about the variable amounts and types of representation of places in different languages. By looking at anonymous edits to Wikipedia, Hardy, Frew, and Goodchild (2012) and Hardy (2013) found that there is generally a decreasing likelihood of edits to geotagged articles with increasing distance between editor and article.

Yet, there are also hints that important outliers to this general trend exist. Ahlers (2013), for instance, compared coverage of Honduras in the English and Spanish Wikipedias and found 20 percent more English articles about the country. Graham, Hogan, and Medhat (2012) have published preliminary results showing similar patterns at the global scale. They reveal that although most European and east Asian countries have more Wikipedia articles about themselves in their dominant language, we see more English-language articles than local-language articles about much of the Global South. These geographic differences in the coverage of different language versions of Wikipedia matter, because, as Graham and Zook (2013) have demonstrated, fundamentally different narratives can be (and are) created about places and topics in different languages. Others have found that Wikipedia offers an uneven view of the world not just in terms of geography but also gendered content (Lam et al. 2011) and history (Luyt 2011).

As such, despite Wikipedia’s structural openness, there are fears that some parts of the world will be heavily represented on the platform and others will be largely left out (Hecht and Gergle 2009; Elwood 2010; Sieber and Rahemtulla 2010; Haklay 2013b), a situation that could simply reproduce worldviews and knowledge created in the Global North at the expense of southern viewpoints (e.g., Ford 2011). These second-generation digital divides are not merely the divides of access, as was so clearly considered in the late 1990s, but gaps in representation and participation (Hargittai and Walejko 2008). Despite these initial results, we know very little about what factors produce such uneven geographies in a world where we have 2.5 billion Internet users and mass adoption of Wikipedia as one of the most prominent repositories of knowledge.

It is at the intersection of these debates about geography, technology, representation, and the promises of changing connectivity that this article is positioned. Specifically, by drawing on work about the geographies of knowledge and augmented realities, we are able to empirically explore the difference that the recent potential democratization of voice has made to much older practices of knowledge production. As the first step in an assessment of the inequalities in the global system, we thoroughly investigate representation in Wikipedia globally, using the country level as the scale of analysis. Besides the examination of raw numbers, we establish a baseline using regression models that both hint
at necessary conditions for representation and allow us to more specifically focus the analysis on the outliers; that is, countries that fare considerably better or worse than expected. We place an especially strong focus on the Middle East and north Africa (MENA) and sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) because of existing broad concerns about voice and representation from and about these regions (e.g., Aouragh 2011; Graham, Hale, and Stephens 2011). Despite a recent rapid increase in Internet access, there are indications that people and places in those regions remain largely absent from Web sites and services that represent the region to the rest of the world.

The core concern in this work is that a relative lack of voice and representation serves to reproduce the power of people and places at the center of geopolitical mass culture, thereby creating a global dependency on voice, culture, and cultural industries emanating from the Global North (Osborn 2010). That is, the tone and content of Wikipedia as a globally useful resource that represents a country or region, in many cases, is potentially being determined by outsiders with misunderstandings of the significance of local events, sites of interest, and historical figures. Furthermore, in areas with substantial social and political conflicts, participation from local actors potentially enables people to ensure that a diversity of perspectives are present in content about contentious issues.

Within these contexts, we pose two questions:

1. What are the geographies of spatial representation on Wikipedia? We observe uneven levels of geographic representation globally. These spatial patterns lead us to pose our second, and more important, question.
2. What factors explain this geography?

We should be explicit in pointing out that we do not approach these questions from perspectives of technological or social determinism. We instead begin from a perspective in which technology and society coconstruct each other, thereby allowing us to focus on how infrastructures, technologies, and social practices are (re)produced to create and sustain geographies of information. Following contemporary work in science and technology studies, we consider how technologies of participation enable certain actors to have a voice in novel ways (Callon and Law 1997). This is not to say that such technologies are liberatory as new actors come to participate. Rather, it is to acknowledge that the insertion of participatory technologies prompts a reassessment of the relationship between who produces knowledge and who is marginalized in such production.

Despite hopes that are often invested in Wikipedia as a platform that can flatten uneven and concentrated information geographies, this article ultimately demonstrates that there is a vast chasm between the necessary and the sufficient. Open platforms and Internet connectivity are almost always necessary for participation in global knowledge production. In the chasm separating the necessary and the sufficient, however, are a host of pitfalls such as language barriers, connection speeds, technical impediments, cultural differences in what constitutes authority and in attitudes toward knowledge sharing, diffusion of the notion of participation, and a host of other factors. Some countries (or groups of editors from countries) have crossed that chasm with gusto, filling in gaps. Other countries are almost entirely being written about by others (or largely not being written about at all) and are thus subject to the voices, attitudes, and biases of those outside the country.

Data Sources

In this article, we are not concerned with the length or quality of the articles representing places but their mere existence and, thus, the visibility of places. Georeferenced articles are any Wikipedia article about a place or event that happened, is happening, or will happen in a place. These articles can, in theory, be created by anyone with an Internet connection about anything notable on our planet. To address our two research questions, we employ three primary data sources: geotagged Wikipedia articles, country-level indicators from the World Bank, and Wikipedia usage statistics.

Wikipedia Articles

We obtained a list of geotagged Wikipedia articles in forty-four languages by combining results from a computer script that we devised to extract geotags from two geocoding projects: WikiLocation (2013) and WikiProjekt Georeferenzierung (2013). We took data from the most recent data dumps in November 2012. Both projects provide data on a geotag (rather than article) basis. We, however, are interested in articles as an intermediate unit of analysis, some of which feature multiple coordinates. Our spot-checking revealed three predominant reasons that could cause multiple coordinates to exist in an article. The first type are pages that
simply list other geospatial entities, such as hot air balloon sites, every village in Yorkshire, or every meteor crash site in the United States. We excluded these pages as they do not, on their own, facilitate representation of a geospatial entity. The second reason is a place that references other places in content. The third reason is that a place refers to a route and thus has at least two geotags, the start and end point.

To mitigate these issues, we first filtered articles to those with four or fewer geotags (to exclude lists). Then if a geotag occurred more than once, we assigned that geotag to the article. If every geotag is unique, we used the geotag that occurred first, as it tends to be in a privileged location (e.g., an infobox or the initial description of a place). In total, we obtained 3,924,308 articles in the aggregated and cleaned data from Wikipedia.

We should point out that it is very common for articles to have multiple matching geocodes. For example, the article on Cairo lists the coordinates in the upper right corner and again in the infobox. As might be expected, these coordinates are the same. There are, however, cases when the coordinates differ. Of the 3,924,308 articles in our database, 113,153 had duplicate coordinates. A further 13,673 had three coordinates, 2,913 had four, and 22,195 had more. It is only the 22,195 articles with five or more geotags that were excluded (or 0.006 percent of the total number of articles). This set of articles primarily includes lists of places. The largest is in Danish, as a list of monuments in Thisted, Denmark. The monuments in Thisted do not feature a history or discussion, but merely a list. They do all link to Kulturarv.dk (presumably where the list’s data originated), however. Because of the long tail of lists of geographic entities, these 22,195 articles actually indicate 900,297 different geocodes. Our analysis would therefore look substantially different if they were included, despite the fact that these entities would not necessarily have their own page and thus their own clear means for representation.

We further removed numerous articles out of concerns for data quality and accuracy. This includes articles that referred to locations outside earth (e.g., referencing the lunar crater, Tycho) as well as articles whose coordinates appeared suspect (e.g., where latitude equaled longitude, which is typically an error). We then joined a data set of national boundaries with a five-mile buffer around all bodies of water (accounting for data imprecision and allowing for near-shore articles about, e.g., lighthouses to be counted) to the remaining data spatially in a GIS and thus assigned each geotagged article the country it falls within.

**Country-Level Indicators**

In this analysis, we selected four variables that describe differences between countries: population, gross domestic product (GDP) per capita, gross enrollment ratio (GER), and total number of broadband connections. Each measurement was taken from World Bank’s 2011 national-level data. Each one of these can theoretically make a difference in the presence of geotagged content and have been either associated with content or prophesized to bring about more content.

*Population* could signify at least two different reasons for the level of geotagged content. First, as noted by Pasley et al. (2008) with regard to Wikipedia in Great Britain, greater numbers of people tend to imply more settlement and theoretically more sites to write about. Second, more people might mean more individuals inclined to write (local) content in the first place. GDP *per capita* can be used as a rough proxy for a host of necessary ingredients for Wikipedia editorship, such as leisure time, access to computing resources, and access to local information sources (like libraries). GER calculates the number of those enrolled in school relative to the population of five- to seventeen-year olds. It indicates the share of the population that could plausibly create and edit a Wikipedia page. Having an Internet connection is a necessary condition for editing Wikipedia. We therefore employ broadband Internet connections as our final country-level metric. It is likely that faster (i.e. broadband) Internet connections create a qualitatively different relationship to user-generated content when compared to nonbroadband connections.

**Wikipedia Usage Statistics**

In addition to country-level indicators, we test whether the presence of an active editing community is associated with greater geographic representation. This is secondary to our key analysis on population, GDP, education, and broadband. It makes a crucial link in our argument, however: By claiming that national-level indicators make a difference, particularly broadband, we are implicitly assuming that it is the locals who create this content. The use of Wikipedia statistics tests this explicitly.

Every three months, Wikipedia provides a country-level location of every 1,000th edit to the Web site. We take the mean of all quarterly measurements from 2007 to 2012 to be an estimate of the how frequently edits come from a country (i.e., the average per quarter). Because of Wikipedia’s sampling method, countries
with particularly low editing frequencies will sometimes show zero edits per quarter. We correct for this bias by taking the average of the country’s share in the global number of edits in the previous and successive quarters. This interpolated percentage is then applied to the global number of edits in the quarter at hand to estimate the missing number of edits.

In general, the quarters correlate very strongly, but for low-editing countries there is a great deal of variance between any two quarters. By taking the average of 2007 to 2012 we simultaneously make the distribution much smoother and account for the fact that Wikipedia is a cumulative project across many years.

For countries where there are very few edits, our data will be inevitably proximate. Even measuring six years of Wikipedia data, there are approximately fifty countries with no edits to Wikipedia in the data set. Most are quite small in terms of population (e.g., St. Lucia), although several countries appear to have zero edits with large populations.9

**Geography of Representation**

With the data already described, we begin by descriptively examining the geography of information in Wikipedia in two respects: total number of geocoded articles in our data set and a per country map of which language contains the most geocoded articles. Figure 1 displays the number of articles across all captured languages per country. There are a staggering number of articles in the United States (564,084 in total in our data set, 279,287 of which are in English) and tens of thousands in many European countries, Japan, Australia, and India. There are also far fewer in much of the rest of the world, however. The most apparent asymmetry is perhaps between the Global North and South, although many countries provide a modest exception to this norm.

Importantly, though, not only are some parts of the world massively underrepresented on Wikipedia, but a lot of the content that does exist tends to be in only a few languages. Specifically, Figure 2 demonstrates that many countries in the Global South have more articles in a nonlocal language (often the language of a former colonial power) than a commonly spoken local language. In other words, we see a broad pattern of the Global North being represented in local languages, whereas the South is largely being defined and described by others.

The map shows that almost every European country has more articles about itself in its dominant language than any other language (e.g., there are more articles in Czech about the Czech Republic than there are English articles about the country). We do not see that pattern across much of the south, however. English is dominant in much of Africa, the Middle East, south and east
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![Figure 1. Number of geotagged Wikipedia articles per country. (Color figure available online.)](image-url)
Asia, and even parts of South and Central America. French is dominant in five countries in Africa (although some traditionally Francophone countries like the Ivory Coast still have more content in English). German is also dominant in one former German colony (Namibia) and a few other countries scattered around the world (e.g., Uruguay, East Timor). In the Middle East, we see only one country (Syria) with more articles in Arabic than any other language.

In sum, not only is most of the world’s content written about global cores, but even of the relatively small amount of content produced about the rest of the world, much of it exists in just a few languages. The following section is dedicated to uncovering what factors might produce these very uneven geographies.

Explaining the Geography of Representation

In what follows we explain some of these patterns using a series of multivariate regressions. Figure 3 shows the distribution of geocoded articles per country within all included languages. It has an approximately lognormal distribution. To note, specific valleys in the bell curve are a result of pinning what is a very long tail on a nonlogarithmic axis. These lognormal distributions will persist throughout most of the analyses.

Employing these data, we wish to make two overarching points: The first is that the vast majority of differences between places can be explained by relatively simple factors relating to access to the Internet. The second claim is that the representation of place is a decidedly local affair. People edit about their local area, albeit not exclusively.

To explore our claims, we first draw on national-level statistics and, second, on preprocessed edits data, as explained in the section on data sources. In our analyses, the number of geocoded articles per country is the response (or dependent) variable. We hypothesize that all explanatory (or independent) variables will predict positively the number of Wikipedia articles. The explanatory variables that we use are population, GDP per capita, GER, broadband Internet connections, and number of edits to Wikipedia.
Table 1 shows basic statistics of all variables in a nontransformed state. Note the often high (positive) skewness reflecting the uneven distributions of most of the variables, which led us to log10-transform them for the regression analyses. All variables except GER are log10 transformed and thereafter tend to show roughly normal distributions. With the transformation, we are able to mute the leverage of countries scoring especially high on any of these variables (e.g., China in population and France in the number of Wikipedia articles). This approach helps to stabilize our models and increase robustness.

We hypothesize that all independent variables will be positively related to the presence of geotagged content. We further hypothesize that there is a relationship between the immediacy of the indicator to the editing process and the strength of the predictor. For example, the number of individuals connected by broadband is more immediately related to the capacity to edit than the total number of people. Thus, we would predict broadband to have a stronger effect than total population. The number of edits would have a stronger effect still.

Table 2 shows the bivariate correlations of all variables under investigation. Many of the correlations are particularly high, with two relationships as high as 0.8. These correlations are not the result of specific outliers but broad trends across the entire distribution. We feel confident in saying that across the entire world, there is a strong relationship between edits from a country and the number of geocoded articles in that country. Although the presence of this relationship is not a surprise, the strength of the association is.

Examining the mutual correlations between the independent variables points out potential challenges in employing them in the regression framework: GER, GDP per capita, and broadband show strong mutual correlations. Thus, we need to take particular care with
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**Table 1. Statistics of variables in the regression analyses detailing choice to log transform**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Subsequently logged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of articles</td>
<td>23,780.0</td>
<td>71,874.</td>
<td>3,454.0</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population (millions)</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>7.47</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross domestic product per capita</td>
<td>14,809.0</td>
<td>25,141.</td>
<td>4,743.0</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross enrollment ratio</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td>–0.54</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadband connections</td>
<td>3,289,169.0</td>
<td>12,831,210</td>
<td>184,864.0</td>
<td>7.38</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarterly Wikipedia edits (thousands)</td>
<td>120.4</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>6.59</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Bivariate correlations (Pearson product–moment) among variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Articles</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>GDP per capita</th>
<th>GER</th>
<th>Broadband</th>
<th>Edits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Articles*</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population*</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.16</td>
<td>−0.04</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP per capita*</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>−0.16</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GER</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>−0.04</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadband*</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edits*</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Values of 0.7 and higher are highlighted in bold. *Denotes variables that have been logarithmized for the analysis. GDP = gross domestic product; GER = gross enrollment ratio.

respect to multicollinearity. Some of the challenges in this area are mitigated already, because we include GDP in its per capita form to operationalize the levels of development.

Simply using bivariate correlations, it is difficult to disentangle the relative influence of the variables in Table 2. We employ a forward selection ordinary least squares (OLS) linear regression framework to predict the total number of Wikipedia articles and to assess the importance of the variables for the prediction.

Model 1

Model 1 can be characterized as follows:

\[
\log (A) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \log (Population) + \beta_2 \text{GER} \\
+ \beta_3 \log (GDP_{p.c.}) + \beta_4 \log (Broadband) \\
+ e
\]

(1)

This model includes our basic “conditions of possibility” variables: population, GDP per capita, broadband, and GER (see Table 3). This model explains a substantial 71 percent of variance in the data (i.e., adjusted \(R^2 = 0.71\)). In this model, broadband and population emerge as significant predictors, but GDP and GER do not.

Unfortunately, this model suffers from a key problem given the assumptions of OLS: multicollinearity. Conventionally, a variance inflation factor (VIF) score of five to ten spells caution, and above ten indicates serious problems. We do not have scores that high. Because there is such a high correlation between GDP and broadband, however, and both have very high VIF scores, we believe that we should exclude one of these variables. Thus, we employ a forward selection procedure at \(p < 0.05\) to ensure that the model stays simple, and thus more stable and robust.

Model 2

In Model 2 we include edits, the only independent variable that is endogenous to Wikipedia, alongside population and broadband (see Table 3). This model can be characterized as follows:

\[
\log (A) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \log (Population) \\
+ \beta_2 \log (Broadband_{p.c.}) \\
+ \beta_3 \log (Edits) + e
\]

(2)

The inclusion of edits might raise concerns about endogeneity. To note, we do not perceive this endogeneity as theoretically problematic because articles are only created once, but there are many edits from any given country. Moreover, such edits can be sent to nongeographic articles as well as geotagged articles.

This model fits almost as well as the previous model (adjusted \(R^2 = 70.3\) percent) but has substantially lower VIF scores, all well below critical thresholds. The contribution of edits is considered significant at a level of \(p < 0.03\).

This model ultimately points out that from all our considered independent variables, population, access to broadband Internet, and the number of edits to all Wikipedias originating from a country explain a large part of the variance in the number of geotagged Wikipedia articles.

Linear models, however, produce linear expectations across distributions. That is, we assume that an increase in broadband among those with little broadband is going to have the same effect as a proportionate increase among those with much broadband. We do not find this
Table 3. Forward selection ordinary least squares linear regression models predicting log (number of Wikipedia articles) per country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Est.</strong></td>
<td><strong>SE</strong></td>
<td><strong>VIF</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>−0.887†</td>
<td>0.524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population (log)</td>
<td>0.355***</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GER</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP per capita (log)</td>
<td>0.158†</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadband (log)</td>
<td>0.251***</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Broadband (log))²</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edits (log)</td>
<td>0.059*</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>0.704***</td>
<td>0.703***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: VIF = variance inflation factor; GER = gross enrollment ratio; GDP = gross domestic product.
† $p < 0.1$, * $p < 0.05$, ** $p < 0.01$, *** $p < 0.001$.

The addition of the curved parameter clearly increases model fit (adjusted $R^2 = 0.76$) and homoscedasticity (i.e., randomly distributed residuals). Because broadband is included both as such and as a squared term, VIF scores are clearly elevated, but this is an expected result of such a model and is not cause for concern. All explanatory variables including the curved broadband parameter (and for the first time, the intercept) are significant. This validates our intuition that the presence of broadband connections is key to the emergence of user-generated content but is very unevenly felt around the world; more broadband does not necessarily or immediately lead to more representation, even if broadband is a necessary condition for such representation.

Discussion

A country-level analysis of Wikipedia has revealed that only a small number of variables are needed to explain the bulk of variation in the presence of geotagged articles across the world. In our final model, over three quarters of the variation in geotagged articles was explained by the population of the country, the number of fixed broadband connections, and the number of edits emanating from that country. We omitted two other...
variables that were previously tested for a combination of nonsignificance and lack of robustness: the country’s GER and the per capita GDP.

The inclusion of population is telling: It is, as we suggested, a dualistic variable insofar as it pertains both to content worthy to cover in Wikipedia and, possibly, to presence of people to edit articles. The former fact, we can hypothesize, is linked to settlements as areas affording Wikipedia coverage and, maybe less so, a pool of people about whom Wikipedia articles can be written and geotagged. In terms of editors from outside a country, population size might also play an important role for making a country visible enough to inspire and motivate such outside editing activities. That is, potentially people edit more about more populated countries, which might play an important part in world politics, be a partner in trade, or a destination for tourism. With the current analysis it is difficult to further disentangle
these multifaceted meanings of population as a factor. Further studies might want to clarify, for example, the question of whether (to what degree) built-up areas attract more articles and whether this is something that we can observe globally.

Broadband has the most influence in the final model, but this influence is not linear. In Model 3, we examined the residuals versus the fitted model to show that an effect (that we later attributed to broadband) led to a U-shaped distribution in the expected number of articles. We revisit that distribution next with an eye to two regions of the Global South that have characteristically been represented by the global north: SSA and MENA.

We find in Figure 5 that many of the countries with the lowest (negative) residuals—that is, those countries that have considerably fewer articles than predicted by Model 3—tend to be in the MENA region. Recall that this work is on a log scale, so being near −1 means that a country (e.g., Kuwait) has nearly a full order of magnitude fewer articles than would be expected given its population size, broadband access, and number of Wikipedia edits.

Although the overwhelming majority of MENA countries have negative residuals, this is not the case for all countries. Iraq, Iran, Palestine, and Israel exhibit positive residuals; that is, they feature more geotagged articles than our model would predict. In the case of Iraq, we suspect that in the wake of recent conflicts, the region receives considerable attention and thus Wikipedia contributions from abroad. In Israel and Palestine similar factors might be at work, especially regarding edits from abroad. Additionally, the data for Palestine are affected by the way edits are measured by the Wikimedia Foundation, as described earlier in this article. In the case of Iran, the circumstance that many people in Iran use the Internet via proxy servers (and therefore would not appear in the Wikipedia edits data set) could have affected the model predictions and the residuals by artificially lowering the number of edits we see from this country.

Similarly underrepresented are some countries in SSA, such as Sudan, Nigeria, Senegal, Uganda, Ghana, and Malawi. Looking at SSA as a whole, though, most countries are found in the leftmost third of Figure 4A. Thus, they are (very) scarcely represented on Wikipedia in general but not necessarily underrepresented per the expectations of our model. Indeed, approximately half of all SSA countries have positive residuals; that is, they have more geotagged Wikipedia content than the
Figure 6. Residuals of Model 3 (population, broadband per capita, edits) on a qualitative scale. Countries are additionally grouped with respect to the degree of broadband availability, where the cutoff between low and high availability has been defined as 10–2 broadband connections per inhabitant. Countries with relatively small residuals (approximately up to ±1 standard deviation) are colored in dark and medium gray, and countries that were excluded from regression due to missing values are colored in light gray. (Color figure available online.)

little content one would expect given their population size, broadband connectivity, and number of edits. This might be the result of external individuals seeking to write about these areas for the sake of completeness.

The contrast between SSA countries and MENA countries points to a challenging dilemma. Simply examining SSA countries, we might argue that the most immediate route to increased online representation would be through an increase in Internet connectivity (i.e., the number of broadband lines). This has precisely been the strategy for many countries in the MENA region, and particularly Gulf States such as Qatar and the United Arab Emirates, which seek to grow their “knowledge economies.” Yet, these countries do not appear to have kept pace with the expected level of geotagged articles on Wikipedia.

The significant curvilinear effect of broadband suggests a notable hurdle faced by many countries. With little or no broadband, many countries will have external authors write articles (albeit short ones) on major cities and landmarks. More people in front of a broadband-connected computer, however, does not immediately translate into a proportionate increase in local articles. We illustrate these stark asymmetries in Figure 6 showing countries with extensive and modest broadband connections colored by their residuals in Model 3. This is further compounded by the slightly curved effect of edits—as more individuals edit, there is a disproportionate increase in the number of new geotagged articles that appear.

In interpreting this final model, we have come to a stark conclusion: Representation is not occurring in a linear fashion but one that is accelerating in a virtuous cycle for those with strong editing cultures in local languages, thereby accelerating differences in the volume of online representation. For example, Britain, Sweden, Japan, and Germany are extensively georeferenced on Wikipedia, whereas much of the MENA region has not yet kept pace, given their levels of connectivity, population, and editors. Thus, whereas some countries are experiencing the virtuous cycle of more edits and broadband begetting more georeferenced content, those on the periphery of these information geographies might fail to reach a critical mass of editors or even dismiss Wikipedia as a legitimate site for user-generated geographic content. Such a situation might lead potential editors in the Global South to consider Wikipedia as primarily the project of the Global
North—a far cry from the edict of the “sum of all human knowledge.”

Conclusions

The geographies of codified knowledge have always been uneven and have always afforded some people and places greater voice and visibility than others. The rise of the geosocial Web, however, with the opportunity for anyone with an Internet connection to annotate any part of the Earth’s surface, promised a reconfiguration of information geographies. Furthermore, not only would platforms like Wikipedia allow for thicker augmentations of some of the world’s margins, but they would also open up the processes and practices of authorship, allowing a greater diversity of voices, opinions, and narratives about any place.

Unfortunately, none of these promises has been realized. Even though Wikipedia consists of a massive cloud of geographic information about millions of events and places around the globe put together by millions of hours of human labor, the encyclopedia remains characterized by uneven and clustered geographies: There is simply not a lot of content about much of the world. There is a lot of geographic information created about North America, large parts of Europe, and most populated parts of Asia. This is not only a result of self-focus: Some of these regions manage to attract considerable amounts of allochthonous content; that is, content in languages that are spoken only by comparably few in their territory and is thus likely contributed by editors in other countries. Few Wikipedia articles exist about places in SSA, the MENA region, and most countries in Latin America and central Asia. Furthermore, when mapping some of the smaller Wikipedias like Arabic, Hebrew, and Persian, we do not see a similarly large cloud of information over much of the world. They present even more selective representations of the world than the English version of Wikipedia. What is perhaps most interesting about some of the smaller language editions of Wikipedia is that it is not the Global North that vanishes from the map. It is rather other parts of the south that become absent, an observation that seems to imply a reproduction of the visibility of the already highly visible.

We know that Wikipedia is important to the construction of geographical imaginations of place, and content in the encyclopedia has immense power to augment our spatial understandings and interactions (Graham, Zook, and Boulton 2013). In other words, the presences and absences in Wikipedia that we reveal matter. As such, if a person’s primary free source of information about the world is the Persian or Arabic or Hebrew Wikipedia, then the world inevitably looks fundamentally different from the world presented through the lens of the English Wikipedia.

Seeking to better understand the patterns of Wikipedia content, we found that with just three factors we could explain a large part of the variation we see. Population, availability of broadband Internet, and the number of edits originating from a country explain almost equal amounts of the variance in the layers of user-generated geographic information in the encyclopedia. That the number of edits is a significant independent variable despite its covarying with, primarily, broadband Internet can be seen as attesting to the notion that local editors matter and, by extension, that much editing is done to local content. Interestingly, the three most important conditions for the existence of content about a place are, for the most part, smaller subsets of each other but are all, in their own right, conditions for content generation.

Also of note here is the fact that although these variables help to explain the sparse amount of content written about much of SSA, most of the MENA countries still have quantities of geographic information below their expected values.12

How do we explain the significant inequalities in the geography of user-generated information that remain after adjusting for differing conditions using our regression model? For example, despite high levels of wealth and connectivity, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates have far fewer articles than expected. That said, although Persian Gulf countries do now have increasingly high levels of connectivity, many such countries “leapfrogged” over dial-up and low-speed digital subscriber line (DSL) technologies.

The work certainly points to the need for more sustained multimethod inquiry into editing practices in Wikipedia (particularly in regions like the Middle East that are such outliers). From the statistical data alone, however, we get a sense of the conditions and affordances that are necessary but not sufficient for the creation of digital content about a place. In other words, although we see the presence of a significant number of people, connected people, and Wikipedia editors as essential factors in the generation of autochthonous content about a place (i.e., content originating in the place that it is created about), each one of those conditions is characterized by its own enabling and constraining factors.
Constraints on the ways in which the populations of a place might relate to the amount of content about that place include a combination of the total amount of human sites, activities, processes, and practices of interest (which would be expected to increase with the population of a place); the nature of the broader information ecosystem (i.e., a broader canvas of written and visual content to use as source material); and the total potential audience that any content might reach (editors might be more attracted to places that have a large audience). Societal attitudes toward learning and the sharing of information as well as toward Wikipedia as a platform also likely factor into the propensity of people in some places to contribute content to Wikipedia.

Constraints on the potential of broadband users to create content include the willingness of a diverse and connected proportion of the population to contribute as well as consume (age, class, and gender are limiting factors in some places). These factors are situated within broader infrastructural and architectural constraints that might limit the efficacy of broadband Internet, such as power cuts, Internet usage through tablet or mobile devices, or the spaces and social settings in which the Internet tends to be used (e.g., at home, school, work, or public spaces).

Finally, constraints on the potentials of Wikipedia editors to create local content could consist of a lack of local Wikimedia chapters or groups (that encourage edit-a-thons and generally increase or sustain the motivation of editors), attractiveness of writing content about other places (e.g., for a larger audience or incrementally building on existing good quality content), or particularly contentious disputes in local editing communities (that divert time into editing wars rather than content generation). A related constraint that can limit the amount of content that Wikipedia editors produce is the structural inability of the platform itself to incorporate fundamental epistemological diversity. This is not a new observation: Elwood (2006), for instance, has pointed to the difficulties of “including non-Cartesian, contradictory, or shifting forms of knowledge in a GIS” (695). This fundamental barrier to the digitization of some forms of knowledge means that some groups of people are less likely to inscribe geographic information in codified formats, thus presenting Wikipedia editors with a lack of raw informational material from which to begin to create further (sourced) user-generated content.

These three constraints both independently matter and, through their coalescing, can work to reinforce each other and likely result in the below-expected amounts of geographic information that we see in some regions. What we might also be seeing in addition to, and compounding, the various enabling and constraining factors that we listed, is a principle of increasing informational poverty. Not only is a broader base of traditional source material (i.e., books, maps, and images) needed for the generation of any Wikipedia article, but it is likely that the very presence of content itself is a generative factor behind the production of further content. Said differently, although we recognize that digital content might be valued in very different ways by different social groups, the massive inequalities in content that we see could potentially reinforce some of those differences that we see. This consequently renders information produced about information-sparse regions most useful for people in informational cores (accustomed to integrating digital information into everyday practices) rather than people in informational peripheries.

Various practices and procedures of Wikipedia editing likely further amplify the effect. There are strict guidelines on how knowledge can be created and represented in Wikipedia; for example, the ban on original research and the need to source key assertions. Editing incentives and constraints also likely encourage work focused around existing content rather than entirely new material. Editors creating new content need to consider article templates, formatting requirements, and the need to establish notability, among other concerns. Editing existing articles, on the other hand, is far more straightforward, as the framework and general structure of the article are already established. In other words, the very policies and norms of the encyclopedia that govern its structure and its quality make it difficult to populate whitespace and terra incognita with geographic content.

In sum, this article has revealed broad patterns in the unevenness of user-generated geographic information in Wikipedia and described the necessary conditions for content generation. Places without those conditions have been, and are, covered by relatively thin layers of informational representations. It appears, however, that geographies of broadband access, instead of flattening the unevenness of information geographies, have amplified those preexisting processes.

If we are to attempt to mitigate, circumvent, and reverse the enactment of patterns of increasing informational poverty, then we need to recognize that no one of the three conditions can ever be an entirely
sufficient condition for the generation of geographic knowledge. For example, the building of broadband infrastructure could only ever be one part of a broader strategy to deepen the informational layers of places.

As the digital layers of places increasingly matter, it will be important to not only maintain focus on the geographic absences and presences in user-generated content but also to ask what factors encourage or limit that content and its production processes. This article has offered a starting point, demonstrating both the uneven geographies and the central factors that explain that variance at a national scale. It will now take much more sustained quantitative and qualitative inquiry into locally contingent challenges, barriers, inequalities, and deliberate exclusions for us to understand how to work toward more inclusive, more just, and more equitable representations and digital layers of our planet.
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Notes

1. For instance, the tweets, Wikipedia articles, digital maps, geotagged photographs, reviews, videos, street views, descriptions, and map elements that augment our spatial experiences.
2. It is important to point out that because of the ways that geocoded information is often used in portable, mobile devices, it can also augment the ways in which we bring place into being while we are in place, enacting place.
3. Wikipedia appeared on the first page (top ten) of 99 percent of 1,000 Google search results for nouns, in position five or better for 96 percent of searches and in the first position for 56 percent of searches (Silverwood-Cope 2012).
4. This figure was derived by looking at the list of the 500 most visited Web sites for each of the 120 countries and territories for which data are collected. The only countries in which Wikipedia fell outside of the top twenty most popular sites are China (126th), Egypt (22nd), Cambodia (29th), Mongolia (35th), the Palestinian Territories (29th), and Vietnam (24th).
5. It could be argued that some places (e.g., Rome or Angkor Wat) are characterized by more inherently describable sites of interest. The fact that Wikipedia both allows and encourages mundane and everyday places and processes to be represented, however, would indicate that we should not necessarily assume an a priori privilege to sites of archaeological or tourist significance.
7. See http://data.worldbank.org/use-our-data
8. See http://stats.wikimedia.org/wikimedia/squids/SquidReportsCountriesLanguagesVisitsEdits.htm
9. In the twenty-five most populated countries with no edits, only North Korea, Tajikistan, East Timor, Palestine, Kosovo, and Laos are not in Africa. The absence of edits from the Palestinian Territories is due to all Palestinian Internet protocol addresses being recorded as from Israel. As we only have access to aggregated data, we cannot disentangle this and instead must simply note that Israel will be slightly overestimated and Palestine underestimated in any model dealing with edits.
10. To illustrate the scale of the cross-linguistic representational differences, it is worth pointing out that there are even more English articles about North Korea than there are articles in Arabic about Saudi Arabia, Libya, the United Arab Emirates, and many other countries in the region.
11. We also offer a word of caution in that the interpretation of such log-transformed data masks the vast differences between the countries that are the least and most visible. An increase of 1.2 in a regression model or on a distribution thus means a difference of an order of magnitude of 1.2 on a log10 scale. Thus, an increase of 1.2 from ten articles means a 60 percent increase (101.2 = 15.8), not a 20 percent increase.
12. It is again important to point out that these lower values are not because Internet users in those regions do not use Wikipedia, as the encyclopedia is one of the top twenty most accessed Web sites in almost every country on Earth.
13. This could be both the availability of open government data, which can act as seed content for new articles, and a corpus of books, articles, and other media that can be employed as citations.
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